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Hydrocourse

Natural convector trench heating system 
Modular design for bespoke applications 

Architectural floor grilles 
High efficiency finned tube element
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Introduction
This booklet provides comprehensive 
information about Dunham-Bush Hydrocourse 
trench heating, with guidance on selection, 
application, use and supply.  

Dunham-Bush Hydrocourse trench heating 
comprises powdered coated steel casings 
finned tube elements and satin anodized 
aluminium grilles.  

Hydrocourse provides natural convective heat 
and produces a warm air current which can 
be used to off-set local down draughts and 
heat losses.  It is suitable for operation with 
a pumped hot water or low pressure steam 
systems.  

Authority
Dunham-Bush Ltd. operates a quality control 
system and is a Registered company of 
Assessed Capability to BS EN 900�:�008

Dunham-Bush Hydrocourse trench heating 
is manufactured in �� standard types and in 
fixed lengths of 500mm, �000mm, �500mm, 
complete with telescopic �000-�500mm 
casings and a 50-�000mm trim length 
casings.  

The system comprises casings formed from 
black powdered coated steel, aluminium 
finned copper tube element and rigid or roll 
satin anodized aluminium Y-bar grilles.

The standard finned element lengths are 
manufactured with �5mm or ��mm O.D. 
copper tube and aluminium fins having a 
nominal spacing of 6mm.  

Casings and elements are sized to 
accommodate single or double runs of 
finned element lengths where appropriate, in 
progressive ascending output combinations.  
Return pipework options are available.
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range

Standard Casing Type:- HTA-� to HTA-�0 
Return pipework:- HTA-�/P to HTA-�0/P
Cast Iron grille:- HCI-�� & HCI-��

Fin types:-
X = 60mm x 48m
W = 70mm x 75mm
Y = �00mm x 70mm 
Z = �00mm x �00mm

features

• Built-in level adjustment
• Uniform heat distribution
• Minimal maintenance
• Silent operation
• Effective control of space heating

Model reference
Casing
Width

Casing 
Height

fin types
(Height)

HTA-� �40 ��5 W-070

HTA-� �70 �00 WW-070

HTA-3 �70 �50 WW-070

HTA-4 ��0 �75 YY-�00

HTA-5 �50 �75 W-070

HTA-6 ��0 �00 Z-�00

HTA-7 300 �00 YZ-�00

HTA-8 350 �50 YY-070

HTA-9 300 300 WW-070

HTA-�0 400 300 ZZ-�00

HCI-�� ��6 �75 YY-�00

HCI-�� 3�8 �50 YY-070

HTA-�P �80 ��5 W-070

HTA-�P 3�0 �00 WW-070

HTA-3P 3�0 �50 WW-070

HTA-4P �60 �75 YY-�00

HTA-5P �90 �75 W-070

HTA-6P �60 �00 Z-�00

HTA-7P 340 �00 YZ-�00

HTA-8P 390 �50 YY-070

HTA-9P 340 300 WW-070

HTA-�0P 440 300 ZZ-�00

Casing
The casing type is defined by model reference;  
H - (Hydrocourse) 
TA – (Transverse Aluminium grille Bars) 
and the casing size type number.

The ‘P’ suffix denotes whether a casing is 
fitted with provision to accommodate return 
pipework, and the suffix ‘CI’ denotes cast iron 
grille models.

elements
Element types X, W, Y and Z are manufactured 
in �5mm or ��mm O.D. copper tube. 

The number of elements, orientation and tube 
size is defined by the number of letters before 
the fin size. i.e.  
W-070-�5 = single run of W element  set at 
70mm high with �5mm copper tube.  
 
YY-�00-�� = double run of Y element set at 
�00mm high with ��mm coppet tube.   

example A	
Model HTA-� comprises a �70mm wide, �00mm 
high case, with two runs of ‘W’ element, size 
(70mm high x 75mm wide).

example B	
HTA-7P comprises a 300mm wide, �00mm high 
case, with provision for return pipework and a 
double run of element, consisting of one run of 
‘Y’ element size (�00mm high x 70mm wide) 
and one run of ‘Z’ element (size �00mm high x 
�00mm wide).
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grilles
Floor grilles are satin anodized finish bars with 
Y-bar profile.  They are available in flexible “roll” 
of rigid types.  

Roll grilles are suitable for light applications, 
and rigid grilles are suitable for medium 
applications, as classified in BS EN 
�3�64:�00�.

Cast iron grilles are available only with stand 
alone Models HCI-�� and HCI-��. 

special bespoke options available:-
i) Stainless steel grilles are available for all  
 casing sizes.
ii) Special grilles are available for heavier   
 applications upon request.  
iii) When specified linear grilles are available  
 for suitable trench applications.
iv) Curved grille is available for curved trench  
 applications.
v) Decorative wooden grilles are also   
 available for domestic or architectural   
 applications. 
vi) Fixed height and ‘telescopic’ mounting  
 feet can be made to order,    
 and accommodate the void under a trench  
 installation where the depth of the floor  
 slab is greater than the depth of trench 
 casing
vii) Note that non-standard grille dimensions  
 may effect the performance.

Case style HtA-7 with 70x100mm 
 & 100x100mm elements

Accessories
End caps for finishing Hydrocourse trench 
casing runs, and 90° / �70° butt & mitred 
corners are available as standard in all casing 
sizes (see Fig’s 3 & 4).  Mitred joints are 
available to any specified angle at extra cost, 
and are not available in cast iron.

Expansion joints and guides where specified.
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NOTE:
1.  Position, spotdrill and fix pipe guide support to base
     of casing using 2 No. M4x10 screws supplied, see Fig. 7a.
2.  Offer element through pipe guides, see Fig. 7a, and trim
     element to required length.  Clean and flux end of element
     and inside of expansion bellows, offer to element and position 
     joint ready for soldering.
3.  CAUTION!!  ONLY USE SOFT SOLDER AND NON-ACTIVE
     FLUX SUCH AS 99/1Sn/Cu SOLDER AND 'YORKSHIRE' FLUX.
     ENSURE THAT FLUX AND SOLDER TO NOT COME INTO CONTACT
     WITH THE OUTSIDE OF THE BELLOWS SLEEVE WITHIN THE
     PROTECTIVE HOUSING.
4.  Annealing of the expansion bellows MUST be avoided.  The 
     soldering flame should only be directed on the copper 
     tubing and NOT the bellows. The bellows must NOT exceed 
     300°C during soldering.
5.  Solder the element tube and bellows sleeve only.  Do NOT solder 
     the protective housing, see fig. 7b.
6.  After installation, flush pipework and clean the outside of 
     the joint with a damp cloth to remove all flux residue.
7.  Operating and test conditions are as follows:
     Maximum operating temperature               110°C
     Maximum operating pressure                        6 bar
     Maximum cold test pressure                       7.8 bar

EXPANSION 
BELLOWS

PROTECTIVE
HOUSING

BELLOWS SLEEVE

EXPANSION JOINT

FIG. 7a
FIG. 7B

ELEMENT

PIPE GUIDE SUPPORT

PIPE GUIDE SUPPORT

EXPANSION BELLOWS

2 No. M4 SELF TAPPING SCREWS
PER PIPE GUIDE SUPPORT

CASING

typical expansion joint & pipe guides 
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Butt joint corner arrangement

Mitred corner arrangement (90° standard, other angles on request)
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linear grille for special bespoke architectural applications

stainless steel grille for special bespoke applications
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Quadrofoil cast iron grille HCI-12, 328 wide

scroll cast iron grille HCI-11, 226 wide
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 perforMAnCe
table 2:
l.t.H.W 80°C mean, 0.32kg/s water mass flow rate, ambient air at 20°C. to Bs en 442 (q)

style element
Casing

Width (mm)
Casing

Height (mm)
output (q)

W/m
HTA-� W-070-�� �40 ��5 �45
HTA-� WW-070-�� �70 �00 353
HTA-3 WW-070-�� �70 �50 556
HTA-4 YY-�00-�� ��0 �75 455
HTA-5 W-070-�� �50 �75 �88
HTA-6 Z-�00-�� ��0 �00 464
HTA-7 YZ-�00-�� 300 �00 6�6
HTA-8 YY-070-�� 350 �50 646
HTA-9 WW-070-�� 300 300 896

HTA-�0 ZZ-�00-�� 400 300 ��58

HCI-�� YY-�00-�� ��6 �75 455
HCI-�� YY-070-�� 3�8 �50 646

HTA-�P W-070-�� �80 ��5 �45
HTA-�P WW-070-�� 3�0 �00 353
HTA-3P WW-070-�� 3�0 �50 556
HTA-4P YY-�00-�� �60 �75 455
HTA-5P W-070-�� �90 �75 �88
HTA-6P Z-�00-�� �60 �00 464
HTA-7P YZ-�00-�� 340 �00 6�6
HTA-8P YY-070-�� 390 �50 646
HTA-9P WW-070-�� 340 300 896

HTA-�0P ZZ-�00-�� 440 300 ��58

equation to determine the mean water temperature 
difference, minus ambient air. (∆t)

TF = Water flow temp °C
TR = Water flow return temp °C
AAT = Ambient temperature °C

Equation �:-  ∆T =                   - AAt

equation to determine water mass flow rate. (m)

Q = Total heat emitted by run (kW)
m = Water mass flow rate (kg/s)
Cp = Specific heat capacity (4.�87 kJ/kg °C) Approximate

Equation �:-  m =    

equation to determine the actual heat output  
at conditions other than those in table 2. (q)

qa = Actual heat output per meter
F� = Factor from graph �
F�  = Factor from graph �

Equation 3:-  qa = q x F� x F�

TF + TR

�

Q

(TF - TR) x Cp 
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fig 2: Correction factor f2 for water velocity
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fig 1: Correction factor f1 for variations in ∆t
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general
Dunham-Bush Hydrocourse trench heating 
is designed to cover a broad range of casing 
sizes, grille styles and outputs. 

Heat is emitted by natural convection and 
provides evenly distributed warmth, ideal for 
preventing down draughts on cold surfaces 
such as outside walls and glazing.

For simplicity, Hydrocourse casings are 
supplied in fixed lengths of 500mm, �000mm, 
�500mm.   A telescopic �000 -�500mm 
length and a 50-�000mm trim length are also 
available.  Lengths are fixed together on site to 
form a continuous heating run.  

End caps are available for finishing the ends 
of Hydrocourse Trench cases, if required they 
must be specified at the time of ordering.

Where specified Hydrocourse trench heating 
can accommodate flow & return pipework. 

When using L.P.H.W or M.T.H.W as the 
heating medium in long lengths, consideration 
must be given to the change in output along 
the length due to the reduction in water 
temperature from flow water temperature to 
return water temperature.  

For steam applications, the saturated steam 
temperature, at the respective pressure, 
should be treated as the water temperature in 
fig 3; this temperature will be constant along 
the whole length of the run.  Special care must 
be taken to ensure condensate drainage and 
clearance.  

On long runs consideration must be given 
to accommodate the expansion of the 
element/pipework.  Dunham-Bush can supply 
expansion bellows and guides upon request.

 ApplICAtIon
provision for expansion, general 
considerations.
When the elements and tubing are connected 
to form a continuous run, provision must be 
made for the resulting expansion when the 
heating medium is applied to the system.  It 
may be possible, in some circumstances, to 
arrange for a small amount of expansion to 
be taken up within the casing by allowing the 
pipework to ‘float’.  But it is usually necessary 
to provide expansion bellows & guides to 
compensate for the expansion.  As a basic 
rule the maximum float should not exceed 
4mm.

Because of the limited space available within 
the trench casings it is not always possible to 
fit proprietary expansion bellows, and for this 
reason Dunham-Bush offer purpose made 
expansion joints and suitable pipe guides.  

Quantity of expansion Joints and guides
To decide on the quantity and suitability of 
Dunham-Bush expansion joints & guides for a 
particular application.

The total amount of movement or expansion 
of the elements and tubing in the run being 
considered.  This will depend upon the 
difference between the minimum installed 
and maximum operating temperature and the 
coefficient of the linear expansion of the tubing 
material.

The expansion of copper tube elements at 
a maximum temperature difference can be 
obtained from graph 7.  Each expansion joint 
& guide kit is capable of accepting up to 8mm 
maximum of expansion, i.e. 4mm from each 
end.  
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2. Calculate the ∆T to obtain factor F�

Equation �:-

 ∆T =    -�0°C

 ∆T = 56.5°C

Look up correction factor F� @ ∆t=56.5°C on 
Fig �,  F� = 0.90.

3. Calculate the water mass flow rate.  

Equation �:- 

  q=3.5kW

m =             = 0.076kg/s

4. From Fig �, we can determine that at a flow 
rate of 0.076 kg/s, factor F� = 0.943

5. Calculate (qa) actual heat output (W/m) at 
conditions specified.  

Select the published output W/m required (q) 
from the desired casing selections on Table �.  
Nominal output for HTA-�0 = ��58W/m.

Equation 3:-
 
 qa =  q x F� x F�

 qa =  ��58W/m x 0.9 x 0.943
 
 qa = �068W

6. In order to meet the 3500 Watts heat 
requirement, the active length required is,

   = 3.�8m

Therefore 3.3m of active finned tube element 
is required.

3.5kW
(8�-7�°C) x 4.�87 kJ/kg°C

8�°C + 7�°C
�

selection
The outputs listed are for a mean water 
temperature of 80°C, ambient temperature of 
�0°C and a water mass flow rate of 0.3�kg/s. 

Application 1:- 
Calculating an actual heat output of HTA-5 
under the conditions below.

Conditions: 
L.P.H.W. Flow = 8�°C (TF). 
Return = 7�°C (TR).
Ambient = �0 °C (AAT).
Water flow rate 0.3� kg/s.

�. Equation �:-

 ∆T =   -�0°C

 ∆T = 56.5°C

2. Look up correction factor F� @ ∆t=56.5°C 
on Fig �,  F� = 0.90.

3. Look up correction factor F� @ mass flow 
rate 0.3�gk/s on Fig �.  Factor F� = �.0

4. The nominal heat output per metre (q) from 
Table �, for HTA-5 = �88W/m.

Equation 3.
qa = Actual output per metre
qa = q x F� x F�

qa = �88W/m x 0.9 x �.0 
qa = �60W/m

Application 2:- Calculating a heat output 
from a different water velocity

Conditions: 
1. A Hydrocourse HTA-�0 L.P.H.W. Trench 
system is selected to provide a heat output 
of 3500 Watts, what length of element is 
required.  

Flow = 8�°C (TF)
Return = 7�°C (TR)
Ambient = �0°C (AAT)

8�°C + 7�°C
�

3500W
�068W/m
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fig 12: linear expansion of copper element

Flow Return

Flow Return

Flow Return

Flow

Return

Flow

Return

A - Anchor Point, E - Expansion Bellow, G - Pipe Guide, 
F - Flexible Pipe, S - Solid Pipe

S

F

Run 1: 6.0m of finned Copper tube, 5.8mm of expansion taken 
  up with the swing in the flow & return pipework.

Run 2: 4.0m of finned copper tube anchored at the connection 
  end, 3.8mm of expansion take up laterally throughout 
  the casing length, with a flexible return connection.

Run 3: 7.2m of finned copper tube anchored at opposite ends, 
  8mm of expansion taken up through the expansion 
  joints, utilizing a solid return connection.

Run 4: 7.2m of finned copper tube anchored at the connection 
  ends, 8mm of expansion taken up through the expansion 
  joint.

Run 5: 16.5m of finned copper tubing anchored at the centre 
  and the connection ends, 2 expansion joints each taking 
  up 8mm of expansion movement.

3mm swing max

 eXpAnsIon

general
The amount  of 
expansion of copper 
finned tube is calculated 
by deducting the 
minimum installed 
temperature from 
the mean water 
temperature.  In these 
examples we have used 
mean water of 80/60°c 
and ambient installed 
temperature of �5°C.  
Please refer to Fig �� 
for alternative rates of 
expansion.  

fig 11: linear expansion of copper element
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Typical Basic Layout HTA- Hydrocourse Trench

Typical ‘telescopic mounting feet’ Layout 

Self drilling /self tapping screws or similar (by others - not suppied)

Telescopic mounting bracket

Fine height adjustment

Coarse height adjustment

Fixing holes

 tYpICAl lAYoUt
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general
Hydrocourse trench heating system shall be 
manufactured by Dunham-Bush Ltd, Havant, 
Hampshire, PO9 �JD.  

The types and quantities shall be as detailed 
on the drawings and the construction and 
features shall comply with this specification.  

Casings
Casings shall be manufactured from �.�mm 
mild steel, and supplied in standard 500mm, 
�000mm and �500mm lengths.  Where 
required, a �000-�500mm telescopic section 
or 50-�000mm trim length shall be used.  
Casings comprise two element supports, 
baffles, captive nuts, grille trims and leveling 
screws. 

Baffles
Baffles shall be manufactured from �.�mm 
mild steel and supplied in suitable lengths for 
fitting to the casing on site.  

element supports 
Element supports shall be manufactured from 
�.�mm mild steel.  Supports shall be riveted 
within the casing.  Neoprene strip shall be 
provided for element and baffle cut-outs to 
prevent metal to metal contact.  

grille trim
grille trim shall be manufactured from satin 
finished extruded aluminium alloy section 
supplied in �000mm lengths.  

floor grille
Floor grilles shall be rigid or roll type as 
specified, supplied in 500mm nominal 
increments.  grille bars shall be satin anodised 
extruded aluminium alloy section.  Top of bars 
shall be 6.�mm wide on a �3.5mm pitch.  
Bars shall be securely attached to flexible 
nylon tubing on roll grills and aluminium tube 
on rigid grilles.  

levelling screws
Levelling screws and nutserts of size M6 shall 
be supplied for site fitting.  They shall provide 
a casing height adjustment of up to 50mm.  

end plates
When specified, end plates shall be supplied 
to terminate a run.  Each end plate shall 
be provided with an end grille trim and be 
manufactured in �.�mm mild steel.  

Corner butt joint kits
When specified, buttt corner kits shall 
be supplied at 90° / �70° angles and be 
manufactured in �.�mm mild steel.  Each 
corner plate shall be provided with a machined 
grille trim in satin finished extruded aluminium 
alloy.

Mitred corner kits
When specified, mitred corner kits shall be 
supplied at the angle specified (90° / �70° 
standard) and be manufactured in �.�mm mild 
steel.  Each corner plate shall be provided 
with a machined edge trim in satin finished 
extruded aluminium alloy.  

finish
Aluminium Floor grilles and support angles 
shall be finished satin anodised.  Cast iron 
grille trims shall be supplied polyester powder 
coated in black to 00 E 53, �0% gloss.  
All casing, end plates, corner plates and pipe 
guide kits, shall be manufactured in mild steel 
and finished in polyester powder coated in 
black to 00 E 53, �0% gloss.  

elements
The choice of elements shall be as detailed 
below.  Each element shall be supplied with 
fins having formed collars to ensure maximum 
heat transfer between fins and tube, the fins 
shall be bonded to the tube by mechanical 
expansion of the tube.  

 engIneerIng speCIfICAtIon
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Copper tube/Aluminium finned elements
Element types X, W, Y and Z consist of ��mm 
O.D. copper tube with (X) 60mm x 48mm, 
(W) 70mm x 75mm, (Y) 70mm x �00mm and 
(Z) �00mm x �00mm aluminium fins having 
a minimum thickness of 0.35mm.  Outside 
diameter of tube shall be as listed below. 
 
table 3:

element
tube dia

Min 
o.d.mm

Max 
o.d.mm

��mm ��.055 ��.975
�5mm - -

All copper tube/aluminium finned elements 
shall have plain ends and shall be available 
in lengths of �000 and �500mm.  Unless 
otherwise stated the finned length shall be 
�50mm less than the overall length, giving 
75mm plain tube ends for connection to 
pipework (fittings by others).  

Working pressure and temperatures  
The working pressure and temperature and 
cold test pressure may be limited to those 
given for expansion joints and fittings used 
with elements.  

element only 
Maximum working pressure �4.0 bar gauge.  
Maximum working temperature �75°C.
Maximum cold test pressure ��.0 bar gauge.  

expansion joints & guides
When specified, expansion joints & guides 
shall be supplied to suit the element.  
Expansion joints shall be manufactured from 
gliding metal and shall have plain copper 
female ends to suitable for forming a capillary 
joint.  Maximum working pressure of � 
bargauge and (cold) test pressure of 3 bar 
gauge.  

Expansion joint pipe guide kits are 
manufactured from �.6mm mild steel and 
shall be provided for fitting each side of an 
expansion joint at intervals along the element 
run to ensure only axial movement.  guide 
clips shall be slotted to allow element grading.  

Anchors
Where necessary, Anchors shall be provided 
by others.  

performance
Hydrocourse shall be capable of producing 
the heat outputs listed in the manufacturer’s 
Product Catalogue, when installed in 
accordance with their recommendations.  
Heat outputs shall be derived from tests to BS 
EN 44�.  

standard parts
500mm, �000mm and �500mm fixed casings.  
�000mm-�500mm telescopic casings and 50-
�000mm trim lengths.  Casings shall include 
two element supports, one baffle, captive nuts 
and screws.  grille trims shall be supplied in 
�000mm lengths and floor grilles in lengths of 
500mm, �000mm, �500mm, (roll grille only is 
also available in 3000mm)

standard Accessories
End plates, 90° / �70° butt corner, 90° / �70° 
mitred corners and expansion joints.  

special Accessories
Fixed height and ‘Telescopic mounting 
feet’, height and width as per customer 
requirements.

packing
Hydrocourse Trench components shall be 
properly packed and labelled.  
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 ConstrUCtIon

Handling
Small orders are usually packed in easily 
handled bundles and can be off-loaded by 
hand.  Larger orders are usually palletised 
and lifting equipment should be provided by 
the buyer.  Care should be taken to avoid 
damage.  

storage
Hydrocourse components should be stored 
under dry, clean conditions.  Any protective 
packing should not be removed until the 
components are required for installation, 
unless damage in transit is suspected.  (Note: 
The buyer must examine  the goods promptly 
upon arrival and is not entitled to make any 
claim against the Company in respect of 
damaged goods, 
unless at the time of delivery the ‘delivery 
note’ is endorsed by the buyer and 
countersigned by the carrier or shipping agent 
with a note detailing the damage).  

preparation 
Allow for a suitable trench with a working 
clearance.  See dimensions pages �0-�0.  
The top of the grille and trims should be flush 
with the finished floor level, including floor 
cornerings.    

The bottom of the trench should be suitable 
for accepting the point loading of the levelling 
screws etc.  

layout drawings
Where necessary, Hydrocourse orders are 
supplied with Dunham-Bush baseboard layout 
(BL) drawings, which show the location of all 
runs of equipment relative to the building.  

prices
Dunham-Bush Ltd. does not issue price 
lists, but will be pleased to supply a written 
quotation on request.  

Condition of sale
The standard Dunham-Bush Conditions of 
Sale are printed on the reverse side of all 
quotations and order acknowledgement 
forms.  Additional copies are available on 
request.  

Availability 
Hydrocourse is supplied in component form 
and all components are properly packed.  On 
receipt of a consignment of Hydrocourse 
Trench refer to the packing list and the advice 
note to check off material supplied.  Please 
advise any shortage or damage immediately.  

delivery
Hydrocourse is delivered to site in accordance 
with our Conditions of Sale.  The buyer is 
responsible for off-loading and storage.  

ordering and enquiry detail
To minimise any delay in processing your order 
or enquiry, please advise the quotation number 
and refer to any previous correspondence.  
Please advise required quantities of 
components listed in the range section of this 
catalogue.  

product support
In the United Kingdom and Ireland, Dunham-
Bush has a network of sales representatives 
and agents, situated at strategic locations, to 
provide local support on pricing and selection.  
Further technical support is available at 
Dunham-Bush Head Office.

 prICes & CondItIons  
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Manufacturer reserves the right to 
change any product specification 
without notice

�35-000-000-B

April �0�4

dunham-Bush ltd	
Downley Road 

Havant 
Hants  

PO9 �JD
Tel. 0�3 9�47 7700 
Fax. 0�3 9�45 360� 

Email: info@dunham-bush.co.uk 
www.dunham-bush.co.uk


